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Tax assessment, as an important part of tax management, is getting more and
more attention from the leaders at all levels. According to the tax data and
financial data, the compute analyze automatically to determine how to use
scientific evaluation methods. Automatically screening the tax assessment
candidates who may have problems from huge amounts of data and leading to
reliable evaluation results is a meaningful work.
At present, the data for desk analysis of tax assessment usually comes from
comprehensive collection and management system, anti-counterfeiting tax-
controlled system, monitoring system and other system, but these systems
function independently and tax materials are dispersed. When you want to extract
the details of every candidate, you have to log in different systems, each of which
stores huge amounts of data, the query is very slow. The candidates auto-
selection system will use a database-stored procedure in the background to do
data mining and computing with these available basic taxpayer data, to pick out
the potential illegal taxpayers from large amounts of data, and to use a browser to
display the results.This system will help decreasing the difficulty of collecting data
and workload for tax staffs, and it also provides convenience for the tax authority
to do tax assessment more specifically and more effectively.
This Dissertation analyzed the commonly used tax assessment indexes,
integrated and collected basic taxpayer data from the existing comprehensive
collection and management system, anti-counterfeiting tax-controlled system and
other system.By establishing a system for auto-analyzing common tax
assessment indicators to convert conventional artificial desk analysis work into
computer warning, give full play to the computer to do the tax-related information
collection, processing, analysis and handling. By doing a lot of data mining,













tax enterprises, tax burden-on-year rate of change and Industry tax burden
contrast abnormality, sales income and tax payable changing rate, an abnormal
three small notes deduction abnormality, anti-counterfeiting tax-controlled billing
tax amount and output tax, anti-counterfeiting tax-controlled concentration, anti-
counterfeiting tax-controlled billing amount limit. Then a simple operation on the
website page can help you to catch the latest abnormal taxpayers, to do tax
assessment of taxpayers with potential problems and finally achieve the function
of candidates auto-selection system based on data mining.
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